
These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 

Playtest Rules 
“The Orcs were once myth to the nations of Elves, Dwarves, and Maenvir Men, whose ancestors formed the 
Great Alliance.  Then the Orcs were tales told by the Vesvir Men, whose descendants formed the Holds of 
Men.  And finally the Orcs were nightmares given form, sacking the Western Citadel of the Elves and 
shattering the last remnants of the Great Alliance.” 
 
 - Excerpt from the Lost Histories of the Known Realms, written by the Outlaw Alchemist 
 
In the distant past, a Dark Lord conquered one of the Elven realms.  Its people were corrupted into creatures 
of fury and pain.  Their bodies grew stronger and faster as their minds knew only hatred.  They were the 
shock troops of the Dark Lord’s army, but at the climactic battle, they disappeared.  Banished to unknown 
regions by the sorceries of the Elven archmages.  Without his best soldiers, the Dark Lord was defeated and 
destroyed. 
 
Millennia later, the Vesvir Men who fled west into the Known Realms told stories of massive warriors 
inured to pain and fueled by unending rage.  These tales were thought to be nothing more than that.  Until the 
Orcs returned.  Only then did the horrifying truth become clear:  the magic that had banished the Orcs had 
not sent them to an unknown realm, but had unmoored them in time.   
 
Their return was the First Invasion of the Known Realms, and it forever changed the land.  The Western 
Citadel of Elves was destroyed, its survivors fleeing into the depths of the Ravenwood Forest.  The two 
remaining Elven nations chose different paths:  those of the North Citadel abandoned their oaths and those of 
the Southern Citadel swore themselves to a generation-long final stand. 
 
The fledgling realms of the Vesvir Men were decimated, the survivors banding together into the Holds of 
Men.  The Maenvir Men, already a spent people, dwindled until only a few city-states remained in the 
northern coasts or nomadic clans under the protection of the Dwarves.  The Dwarves themselves fortified 
their gates, and formed the bulwark that saved the Known Realms. 
 
The Orcs were eventually halted, ending the First Invasion.  Centuries later, the Crusade of the Holy Flame 
pushed them further west, freeing the realm of Tangräth for a few generations.  But the Orcs have never been 
defeated.   
 
Twice since they returned they have united under a war master who launched two more great Invasions.  And 
in the years between, they pillage and raid far across the Known Realms. 
 
Orcs feel no compassion, only hatred at those who did not suffer like them.  They take gold but place no 
value in it.  They conquer land but do not hold it.  They pillage and slaughter for the pain it causes.  They are 
ageless, their souls reborn after each death.  They have no cause to struggle for, nor ambition to rule.  They 
have only one driving desire:   



FACTION ABILITIES 
 

Hatred - You may spend a Command Action to mark the [Hatred] box on one of your  units.  While the box is marked you 
reroll any die result of “6” during Courage Checks.  Further rolls of “6” are not rerolled.  (Designer’s Note:  all five Orc units have 
a [Hatred] checkbox.) 
 
Lash - You may spend a Command Action to Lash one of your  units. A Lashed unit gets +1 [Movement Category] and   
(+1) +0/+0 for the turn. You may only Lash each unit once per turn.   
 
War Cry - You can make a War  Cry dur ing the Movement & Command Phase.  To do so, erase three [Hatred] boxes on 
your units. You can also start a War Cry by Sounding the Charge (see the Main Rulebook), gaining the benefits of both.   
 
Once you’ve started a War Cry, choose which type from below.  All of your units with a [Hatred] box (marked or not) are affected 
by that War Cry this turn. 
 
“Get Stuck In!” - affected units are Lashed and get +2 [Courage] this turn. 
 
“Kill Them All!” -  when affected units make Engaged attacks, every die result of “1” on the to-hit roll automatically wounds.  
Don’t roll to-wound for that hit.  
 
“Tear Them Apart!” -  when affected units make Engaged attacks, every die result of “1” on the to-wound roll causes two wounds 
instead of one. 
 
 

UNIT KEYWORDS 
 
Rage - While Engaged, this unit gets  (+1)+0/+0 when in the Yellow and  (+2)+0/+0 when in the Red.  This replaces the normal 
Attack Dice modifiers for being in the Yellow or Red.    The unit still gets the Courage penalties for being in the Yellow or Red, 
and takes Rout Checks as normal for taking damage. 

 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Orc Swordsmen   (5) 5 / 5 2 /3 - 12 3.5” 3 2 3 236 Core 

Rage. 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Orc Spearmen   (6*) 5*/5* 2 /3 - 12 3.5” 3 3 2 259 Core 

Rage, Spears. 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Orc Axemen   (6) 6 / 6 1 /3 - 13 3.5” 3 3 2 293 Standard 

Rage. 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Orc Marauders   (7) 6 / 5 2 /3 - 13 3.5” 3 2 3 342 Standard 

Rage. 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Orc Crossbowmen   (3*) 5/5* 2 /3 14" 12 3.5” 3 2 3 265 Standard 

Rage.      (+2)+0/+1 when engaged.  Ranged attack is Line of Sight. 
 



Design Notes 
The Orc faction is a perfectly good army.  In fact it’s one of the stronger factions, with its ability to hurtle 

around the battlefield with Lash.    And the Orc units are what carries the faction.  So why change them? 

 

Because they don’t feel like Orcs. 

 

Orcs feel like ‘fast Dwarves.’ Their hit box configuration and high Toughness, makes Orcs indistinguishable 

from Dwarves.  Both units have 4 Green and 4 Yellow boxes, which indicate a disciplined formation.  And 

with their Toughness 3, they can grind an enemy down before having to take a lot of Courage Checks.  

 

Grinding an enemy down is a perfectly valid tactic.  It just doesn’t feel very Orc-like. 

 

Orcs should be about crashing into the enemy and breaking them with a tide of fury.  But if the enemy stands 

against that charge, then the disorganized Orcs are quickly hurled back.   

 

We felt the best way to represent this disorganized nature was by reducing the number of hits boxes on Orc 

units.  Orcs are good fighters, but bad soldiers.  They can be ground down by disciplined foes.   

 

Dropping from 10 hit boxes by 3 doesn’t seem like much, but it has a profound effect.  With only 3 Green hit 

boxes, Orc are very vulnerable to heavy hitting units like knights.  Even average units could get lucky and 

force a Courage Check.    

 

Also, three of the Orc units only have 2 Yellow boxes.  This means that with almost any command card, an 

average unit can force a Red Courage Check.  And since most Orcs have only an average Courage, expecting 

them to pass both a Yellow and Red check is a tall order. 

 

We paired this hit box reduction with the Rage keyword, to make that fury show up on the tabletop.  

Whereas most units lose attacks as their formation falls apart and casualties mount, Orcs gain attacks!  

There’s no formation to lose, and as Orcs fall, their remaining brethren descend into a berserk frenzy.  Orcs 

are bad soldiers, but good warriors. 

 

We wanted to include this ability to keep the Orcs from being a one-trick-pony (i.e. break them on the charge 

or you lose).  By gaining attacks when damaged, the Orcs would essentially be an anti-grind army: when 

they lose, they take the enemy with them.  An Orc unit in the Red has the same number of attacks as a 

charging Orc unit in the Green.   

 

(And yes, we have seen the brutality of charging Marauders in the Red.  It’s a beautiful thing) 

 

Following the first wave of playtesting, we found that Orcs weren’t quite where we wanted them to be.  They  

got lots of losses and bloody draws, but few outright wins.  The reason was that because the Rage turned a 

lot of losses into draws, the Orcs didn’t really have anything to help them in the early stages of the fight. 



The answer, in retrospect, was obvious:  the Orcs weren’t hitting hard enough on the charge.   

 

Enter the War Cry, an army wide ability granted to all Orcs (and most Goblins, too).  Unlike most abilities, 

where you can pick and choose, the Orc player chooses one type of War Cry to apply to all units.  The cost is 

fairly steep too, requiring (functionally) three Command Actions. 

 

However the War Cry is a powerful ability that only gets better the more dice you roll.  And with the charge 

being the time when you’re most likely to roll lots of dice, we had an ability whose play style matched how 

the Orcs should feel.   

 

The catch, of course, is that charges happen early in the game.  Starting a War Cry means drawing fewer 

Command Cards, which can hurt the Orc player in the turns following the charge.  The turns immediately 

after the charge are the hardest for the Orcs. 

 

The other time you roll lots of dice?  When you have lots of units in the Yellow and Red.  Meaning a late-

stage War Cry can put you over the edge and break the enemy.  This created a feel we wanted:  devastating 

on the initial charge, a mid-combat slump, and then a late game paroxysm of violence. 

 

We decided to link the War Cry to a checkbox to make it turn-agnostic, otherwise it would really stink if you 

were denied the ability because your units aren’t Final Rushing.  Since you make a War Cry “during the 

Movement & Command Phase” you can erase the Hatred boxes to start a War Cry in either player’s turn. 

 

Determining the right number of Hatred boxes for a War Cry was a heavily debated subject.  Originally we 

wanted to link it to army size, or number of units with the Hatred box, but those ideas were very convoluted 

when written out.   

 

We opted to go with a flat number of Command Actions not just for simplicity.  A War Cry is a semi-

magical thing, and requires a certain critical mass of Orcs (or Goblins).  Once it got going, the cry would 

spread through the ranks, taking on a life of its own.  A small warband would have a harder time generating 

that energy than a massive army.  Therefore, it somewhat fit that a War Cry would absorb a full turn’s worth 

of Command Actions for a 1500pt army, but a 2500pt army would be able to prepare a War Cry while still 

having a few Command Actions left over. 

 

We’re very excited with this new direction for Orcs.  They definitely feel and play very different than just 

being ‘fast Dwarves.’  More importantly, they feel right, something which we have heard from our 

playtesters so far. 

 

And we’d love to hear from you!  Try these rules out and let us know what you think on our Facebook page! 

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 


